The budding yeast *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* proliferates in a logarithmic fashion when growing in glucose-containing rich media. When all carbon sources in the environment are depleted, the yeast cells enter the stationary phase. There are two types of stationary cells: the quiescent (Q) cells, which temporarily cease dividing before nutrition replenishes, and the non- quiescent (NQ) cells that keep proliferating [@B1]. Both physical and biochemical differences exist between the Q and NQ cell types. For example, Q cells have a higher density and the mRNA and protein profiles in the two cell types are also profoundly different [@B2][@B3]. Apart from these features, Q cells have been reported to have higher resistance to stress and a longer chronological lifespan.

Cells within the stationary phase are commonly observed to have granule structures, containing stress response-related factors [@B4] and may thus play a role in the elevated survival ability of Q cells. In this issue, Lee *et al*. reports that distinct granules are formed in Q and NQ cells, which determines their respective cell fates [@B5]. The authors asked whether different kinds of granules were distributed uniformly between Q and NQ cells, and found that most granule structures are enriched in NQ cells with the exception of Hsp42-associated stationary phase granules (Hsp42-SPGs) (Fig. 1). Using a mutated form of luciferase that misfolds upon heat shock, they further demonstrated that Hsp42-SPGs contributes to stress response of Q cells by facilitating clearance of protein aggregates, which is consistent with the reported function of Hsp42 to prevent unspecific protein aggregation [@B6]. Lee *et al*. also proved that the Q cells reenter the mitotic cycle more quickly after nutrition replenishment [@B5], which further establishes the phenotypical difference between the two cell types (Fig. 1). Since Q and NQ cells come from the same clone, their formation has been proposed to be a process of cell differentiation [@B3]. Consistent with this idea, this paper shows that NQ cells are indeed committed to their cell fate: most NQ cells remain non-quiescent even after re-entering the cell cycle (Fig. 1). This study, coupled with other research on yeast quiescence, will likely provide valuable insight into cell differentiation in higher eukaryotes.

![FIGURE 1: Hsp42-associated stationary phase granules (Hsp42-SPGs) confer features for quiescent cells (Q) that are distinct from non-quiescent cells (NQ).](mic-03-095-g01){#Fig1}

A key question remains to be addressed in the field: what determines a cell to become quiescent or non-quiescent ? The molecular pathways that regulate this cell-fate commitment remain elusive. Davidson et al. [@B7] suggested that differentiation depends on epigenetic changes rather than DNA mutation. This is probable since acetyl-CoA metabolism changes upon entering the stationary phase [@B8], and acetyl- CoA, being the major acetyl group donor, has a substantial impact on protein acetylation. While some explanation is still required for the drastic difference between the two cell types, the molecular mechanisms linking environmental changes with quiescence will be an important step in the long-lasting study of the relationship between environment and aging.
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